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Abstract 
The cloud computing security has become a basic necessity. It acquires knowledge about vulnerabilities, attacks, 
activities of attackers and tools to secure it. This work proposes new cloud infrastructure architecture, which 
combines IDS based on mobile agent sand using three types of honeypots in order to detect attacks, to study the 
behavior of attackers, increase the added value of Honeypot and IDS based mobile agents, solve systems limitations 
intrusion detection, improve knowledge bases IDS thus increase the detection rate in our cloud environment. 
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1. Introduction 
The Cloud is a way to reduce costs and simplify the management of resources. Positioning the cloud in an 
operational environment provides easy and quick access to computing resources anywhere, anytime, with any 
device, but ensuring the security of this environment still difficult to deploy [1]. IaaS providers offer their customers 
unlimited access computing, network and storage capacity - often coupled with a registration process where 
authentication to register and immediately begin using cloud services. By abusing the relative anonymity behind 
these registration and usage models, spammers, malicious code authors, and other criminals were able to conduct 
their activities with relative impunity [2]. PaaS providers have traditionally suffered most from such attacks; 
however, recent data show that hackers have begun targeting IaaS providers as well. Future areas of concern include 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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password and key cracking, DDoS, launching dynamic attack points, hosting malicious data and botnet command 
and control [4].The SaaS providers expose a set of APIs and software interfaces that customers use to manage and 
interact with cloud services computing which allows for exactly the methods used by hackers to compromise 
systems with clouds, their motivations and attitudes to the compromised machine [4]. They are tree important forms 
of the cloud:  The public cloud is the first to appear, its principle is to host Web applications on a sharedx 
environment with an unlimited number of users (e.g. Amazon, Google, etc.)[2]. The private cloud is an environment 
deployed within a company. Implement a private cloud means the transformation of the internal infrastructure using 
technologies such as virtualization to deliver on-demand services in a simple and fast way [4].  The hybrid cloud 
allows the coexistence and communication between a private cloud and a public cloud in an organization sharing 
data and applications [1].  
Based on several approaches proposed by several authors [1-14], this work presents the contribution of IAAS 
infrastructure as a service of private cloud OpenStack which combines the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) based 
on mobile agent with three basic types of honeypots: honeyd, honeycomb and Honeywall.  
The purpose of this paper is to combine the different security challenges in a cloud environment by using: - IDS 
based on mobile agent that combines two types of intrusion detection "Behavioral and scenarios" in one IDS [2]; - 
Honeyd to attract all types of hackers to our work environment [3]; - The Honeywall which has several features at 
the same time to facilitate the detection of several types of intrusion in our system [4]; - The honeycomb in order to 
generate new signatures [5]. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents the related work concerning 
intrusion detection honeypots in cloud environment. Section 3 introduces some security tools used in this paper. 
Section 4 describes our proposal architecture and the experimental results. Conclusion is given in Section 5. 
2. Related works   
The improvement of security of cloud computing has become a necessity for many scientific researchers. Sebastian 
and all, in [6] requested a need to deploy IDS in the cloud by providing IDS extensible architecture that may be used 
in the cloud infrastructure. Aman Bakshi and all suggested a framework for the setting cloud DDoS attacks using 
IDS in a VM (virtual machine) [7]. This may be done by using intrusion detection sensors installed in a virtual 
machine to sniff network traffic and analyze packets on the Internet using Snort. Chi-Chun and all Developed a 
framework for cooperation to reduce network IDS cloud DDoS attacks [8]. All these approaches use the technique 
based on signatures, limited to detect only known attacks. With the onset of honeypots technology in cloud 
computing. Nithin and all used Cloud Security Honeypots - Honeypots in an exciting new technology that offers 
enormous potential for the security community [9]. The aim of [8-9] is to explain how honeypots are used for 
securing cloud computing systems, their advantages and disadvantages but, regrettably, no results approved. Hwan-
Seok and all proposed a dynamic honeypot design technique using virtualization technology that increases resource 
utilization and ease of extension in [10]. The analyze technology of the IP address domain and performs periodically 
agent is stored DB in the IP list to create dynamic virtual machine. Collected IP address is assigned to the virtual 
machine, and it is possible to connect with the outside through the virtual machine and port forwarding. But this 
proposed technique did not show effective results which could be confirmed by the administrator of the intrusion 
detection system. Then the authors of [12] show the cloud security tactics, which is composed by multistage 
anomaly IDS, honeypot and ABAC. Outside Cloud, multi-step Anomaly IDS consists of 3 phases: the monitoring 
phase, the slight anomaly detection phase, and targeted abnormality detection stage. The proposed scheme is 
designed to support real-time and detects symptoms of attack and new attack patterns. If there is an attack, it is 
directed to external honeypot, or attack is redirected to Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) and enters inside 
the cloud. ABAC controls the various resources for large volumes of data in the cloud. The ABAC limited amounts 
of resources, and notify the IDS Multistage anomaly where the use of resource exceeds resource limits. The formal 
definition of the ABAC consist of four parts: the access control entities, the entities related attributes, political 
representation and evaluation of policies. Eman and all has presented a security architecture for cloud environment, 
they decided to work with Amazon AWS cloud and honey jar, they used the Venus Flytrap that is a little honeypot 
emulates interaction vulnerable services such as HTTPS, SSH, FTP, SIP ... They have implemented this architecture 
for 3 months in 3 regions: Singapore, Virginia Eastern United States and Sao Paulo to analyze types of attacks, the 
number of attacks and malware injected into each region. With analysing data it is shown that the types of attacks 
are captured: Connection attempts, classification ports of attacked, malicious infections, and URL infection. The 
authors of [12] combine a simple IDS with honey pot, this architecture is designed to stop attacks at the beginning of 
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the network by IDS, if it were to exceed the IDS, the attack will be blocked by the firewall under the rules 
considered by the administrator, eventually, it will be blocked by Honeypot. The disadvantage of this architecture is 
that the attacker can use the honeypot to attack the LAN. When Honeypot is placed behind a firewall, it may 
introduce new security risks for the internal network, especially if the internal network is not secured against the 
Honeypot through additional firewalls. 
3. Tools and methods  
In this section, we present the various security tools such as: 
3.1. Intrusion detection based on mobile agents and Clust-density IDS-AM-Clust 
To improve the ability of intrusion detection systems based on mobile agents [14] or Clust density [15], the intrusion 
detection system aims to merge the two latest technology [14] [15 ]: in a single IDS named "IDS-AM-Clust". This 
was the subject of a work already realized by our team [16].  
 
The following figure (fig.1) shows the flow of network traffic process in our mobile agents using  Clust-density: 
 
Figure 1 : Process for intrusion detection by IDS-AM-Clust [16] 
The development of this system was using Sun Java Develop Kit 7 and 3.7 platform JADE (Java Agent 
Development) that simplifies the implementation of multi-agent systems [14]. In addition, Open source library used 
is the JPCAP 0.7.  
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3.2.  Honeyd  
Honeyd are the Honeypot Low interaction: easy to deploy, emulate real services, they do not interact with the 
hackers, it offers a limited detection because they only detect scan port and they are detectable by hackers [4].  
3.3. Honeycomb  
Honeycomb is a pattern detection engine that monitors any network traffic that Honeyd receives and creates NIDS 
signatures for any patterns that occur regularly [5]. It is assumed that any regular traffic that Honeyd receives is 
malicious in nature, as honeypots in general serve no other network purpose and should not be receiving valid 
traffic. The advantages to use Honeycomb include reducing overhead caused by using additional programs to 
perform the same task and it is integrated into Honeyd hence will not have any synchronization issues. Additionally 
the creation of NIDS signatures could be very useful for detecting very new automated mobile malware and 
integrating the signatures into Network Intrusion Detection Systems on wireless networks to track the spread and 
effect of such malware [17]. 
3.4. Honeynet :  
The Honeynet are high-LQWHUDFWLRQ KRQH\SRW 7KH\ KDYH D ELJ SURMHFW WR VHDUFK IRU DWWDFNV IURP WKH KDFNHU¶V 
community. The aim of the project is to look for tools, tactics and motivations of the hackers [6]  
Component of honeynet  
3.4.1. Data Capture: Data capture is the monitoring and recording of all threat activity in the Honeynet architecture, 
these captured data are then analyzed to learn the tools, tactics, and motivation of the attackers [18]. The challenge is 
to capture as much data as possible without detecting the threat. One of the challenges with the capture data is that 
WKHPDMRULW\RIWKHDWWDFNHU¶VDFWLYLWLHVDUULYHGRQHQFU\SWHGFKDQQHOVOLNH,36HF66+66/ etc.). The capture data 
mechanisms should consider encryption [20].  
3.4.2. Data Control: We define risk, there was always the possibility of an attacker or malicious code uses a 
honeypot to attack or harm non-honeynet systems [21]. One of the best ways to approach the data control is to not 
rely on a single mechanism with which to implement it. Instead, the implementation of the control of data using 
layers, such as counting outbound connections, intrusion prevention gateways, or bandwidth restrictions. The 
technique used is limiting outgoing connections [22].  
3.4.3. Data Analysis: This is the third condition. The goal of a honeypot is information, a honeypot is worthless if 
you do not have the ability to convert the data they collect to information, and we must have some ability to analyze 
data [23].  
 
The key of the Honeynet architecture is the Honeywall. It is a gateway device between the honeypots around the 
world. All traffic to and from the honeypot has to go through the Honeywall [20]. This gateway is typically a bridge 
of layer 2 which means that device should be invisible to all interactions with honeypots [25]. 
3.5. Open Stack Cloud computing  
OpenStack is a project initiated by Rackspace and NASA platforms designed to manage large scale and low cost, it 
is an open source operating system officially launched in March 2010. This is comparable to Amazon Web Services 
architecture [32]. OpenStack is a cloud operating system capable to control a large amount of computing, storage 
and network resources through a virtual data center, all managed by a dashboard allowing to administrators control 
over users and resources available through a web interface[33]. It is free software that enables private and public 
cloud construction. OpenStack is a community and a project in addition to software that is designed to help 
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organizations implement a system server and virtual storage [26]. OpenStack consists of a series of software and 
open source projects that are maintained by the community including: OpenStack Compute (named Nova), 
OpenStack Object Storage (Swift named) and OpenStack Image Service (Glance appointed) [27]. 
 
Table1: Comparison between Eucalyptus and Openstack 
 Eucalyptus OpenStack 
Product by Santa Barbara University Rackspace, NASA, Dell, Citrix 
Goal Implement Cloud Computing 
commercial aspect 
implement a cloud computing and 
managing more efficient  the 
infrastructure 
Area of use Companies want to build their own 
Cloud Computing 
Service providers, Companies, 
UHVHDUFKHUV« 
Programing language Java,C and Python Python 
Tolerance of failure Separation of clusters controllers Data replication 
 
4. Proposed approach : Iaas security using IDS based on mobile agents and honeypots 
4.1. Test environment 
The objective of this test is to implement our honeypot-IDS architecture in a Cloud environment 
4.1.1. Step of authentication 
 To ensure a high level of safety and to avoid attacks such as DOS, U2R, R2L and prob, we deployed secure 
authentication architecture. In general, user registers by providing personal information. Subsequently, the Cloud 
services provider provides an ID (identifier) user's own, used authentication technologies can be: Id/password, PKI 
(Public Key Infrastructure), SSO (Single Sign On)... etc. To authenticate user in the first place, the scanner scan 
information such as ID / password, time, Position, location,...etc [27]. In our proposed model, the RSA encryption 
algorithm is used to secure the communication between the user and the provider, using the public key and the 
private key. The main advantages of RSA's security are: firstly, RSA is based on the simple authentication using 
probabilistic algorithms. Secondly, it is so difficult to a malware to find the two factorizations. The RSA algorithm 
is based on simple mathematical results known since the 18th century. Finally, RSA does not need a channel for the 
exchange of a key [30]. 
 
Figure 2 : Authentification in our cloud 
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The basic idea of our architecture is as follows: after the authentication stage, Firewall monitors incoming 
and outgoing traffic in our system by using the provider security policy. The model that follows will 
present the network traffic path:  
4.1.2. Overview of the model 
 Architecture with which we worked is basically a Cloud OpenStack precisely the IAAS layer precisely 
the environment that has a computational capacity and storage, as well as network connectivity to manage 
a workload requested by applications.  
Before accessing the Datacenter, it is important to go through the authentication phase. This phase allows 
users to authenticate using one of several methods such as "Id/password, PKI (Public Key Infrastructure), 
SSO (Single Sign. On)" The cloud provider may use the RSA algorithm for encryption and decryption to 
implement a security policy between the user and the provider cloud.  
After the authentication stage, the access control area which consists of a firewall for traffic control, if it 
is a malicious traffic, it will be blocked, otherwise the traffic is allowed. Subsequently, the traffic is sent 
to the Honeywall that integrates our IDS-AM-Clust by upgrading and setting up snort IDS; which allows 
to monitor all this traffic. As we mentioned previously, Honeywall is a core component of the GEN III 
Honeynet.  
The honeywall separates three areas: 
- Internal area: Ethernet which client machines of the system has been.  
- Demilitarized zone: where web servers was placed  
- Honeypot area: this area consists of a client Sebek to decrypt encrypted traffic (it is capable of 
detecting encrypted attacks) subsequently it send this traffic to the sebek server placed in the 
honeywall.  
The honeypot zone consists also of a Honeyd which aims to draw attention to pirates. 
 
 
Figure 3: Proposed system implemented in cloud environnement  
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Approach illustrated by figure 3 offers a combination of security in a Cloud which includes the benefits of 
authentication with security policy techniques presented by the firewall of the Cloud provider and also the 
consolidation of effectiveness and robustness of our IDS-AM-Clust and two honeypots (Honeyd and Honeynet), 
allowing:   
¾ Monitor and simulate the IP address and different operating simultaneously. That will attract the maximum 
of attacker.   
¾ Provide real services forward to study the behavior of attackers. 
¾ Using a Honeywall which provides various network security and detection tools.   
¾ The Sebeka Server/client that is designed to detect all attacks encrypted. 
4.2. Test and results  
4.2.1. Distribution of attacks by source and destination:  
Tests performed by our architecture in the OpenStack environment produced the results presented in the tables 
below. Each line contains detailed information on the types of the used ports, including the filtered connection 
number and the detection rate brought to the connections for each port by the IDS-AM-Clust 
 
                       Table 2 : Ports sources attacks                              Table 3 : Ports  destination  attacks 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 : Port sources and destination attacks  
 
The previous Figure shows the distribution of alerts in terms of direction of the attacks (source and destination). 
Respectively, we find that the majority of alerts from the source ports. However they may be connected with attacks 
internal (from an internal attacker). However, attacks from the outside shows that our system is able to detect 
WŽƌƚ
ƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ
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Ŷ
/^
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different types of attacks.  
1.1.1. Distribution by type of attacks and detection rate  
The results obtained in the implementation of our architecture are presented in a model predictive 'log file' generated 
by the virtual honeywall. This data set contains a normal data type and other types of attacks and a minimum rate of 
false positive and negative shown in the following table (tab.3): 
 
Table 4: Intrusion detection rate and false positive 
Attacks Types Normal Abnormal False positive 
False 
negative DOS U2R R2L Probe 
Cloud 
(Honeywall+ 
honeyd+IDS-
AM-Clust) 
31% 33% 10% 7% 19% 1% 0.5% 
 
 
 
Figure 5 : Types of detected attacks 
 
 
Figure 6: Rate of detection the FP and FN  
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The main objectives of our architecture can be summarized as follows: 
 7KHGLVFRYHU\RIWKHZRUOGRI&ORXG&RPSXWLQJ6HFXULW\ 
 7KHGHYHORSPHQWDQGWKH,PSOHPHQWDWLRQRIDKLJKHUVHFXUHV\VWHP 
 ,QFUHDVHRIWKHDGGHGYDOXHRIWhe honeypots and IDS. 
 7KHFRPELQDWLRQRIWKHKRQH\SRWKDVZHDNLQWHUDFWLRQZLWKKLJKLQWHUDFWLRQKRQH\SRW 
 8VHWKHLQIRUPDWLRQFROOHFWHGE\KRQH\SRWVWRFUHDWHVFHQDULRVRIDWWDFNV 
 ,QFUHDVHWKHDFFXUDF\RI,'6UHGXFHWKHUDWHRIIDOVHQHJDWLYHVand false positives. 
 
 Conclusion  
 
The use of the honeynet and the IDS in a Cloud environment became a vital necessity to ensure a high level of 
security. The use of a new architecture Cloud that merges the advantages of IDS, honeynet, honeypot and firewall 
techniques in a single Datacenter Cloud would be an ideal tool for the treatment of threats to computer networks. 
Indeed, this new architecture benefits of the used techniques, including intrusion detection, behavioral study of 
attacks and creation of attack scenarios. Thus, carried out analyses and the obtained results allowed us to show that 
our system has responded to some Cloud security problems through the effectiveness of detection of abnormal 
behavior by reducing the rate of false positive and negative. 
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